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How to summon multiple mobs 1.15.2

The source of this response is MinecraftForums. You can find the original topic here: With normal/invocation you can't generate multiple mobs at the same time. But you can tag {Age:6000}. To summarize the segment: You can add the Riding:{id:Item tag,Age:6000,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie, to add an entity. So for 16, you can paste
this 16 times (or copy this below): /summon ~ ~ Zombie {Riding:{id:Item,Age:6000,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie,Riding:{id:Item,Age:6000,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie ,Riding:{id:Item,Age:6000,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie,Riding:{id:Age:6000,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie,Riding:{id:Item,Age:6000,Item:{{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie,Riding:
{id:Item,Age:6000,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie,Riding:{id:Item,Age:6000,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie,Riding:{id:It Age:6000,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie,Riding:{id:Item,Age:6000,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie,Riding:{id:Item,Age:6000,Item:{id:1} Station : {id:Zombie,Riding:{id:Item,Age:6000,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie,Riding:
{id:Item,Age:6000 ,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie,Riding:{id:Item,Age:6000,Item:{id:1 Riding:{id:Zombie,Riding:{id:Item,Age:6000,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie,Riding:{id:Item,Age:6000,Item:{id:1},Riding:{id:Zombie} Spam} is because you have to type 1 } for each tag: Riding. But, all items won't be able to get picked up though. You can
make /kill @e [type=Item] to destroy them. Started by Captin_nofoyo mon, 04/04/2016 - 14:06 Topic Category: Modding Advanced Good morning fellow modders! I'm doing a mod that will add hundreds of new commands that would be useful to map makers. This mod would not add new blocks, so it will not change the world generation or
anything, but just commands. While working, I was thinking about how I would make a custom command that will have a variable to choose how many mobs to generate. *EG: /spawn Mob 5 /spawn Mob 5 - This part here will spawn the animal on its ropes. /spwan Mob 5 - This part will generate the crowd. /spawn Mob 5 - This will be the
number of mafia people it will generate. Any kind of help would be helpful! :D - Captin_nofoyo Edited by Captin_nofoyo on Ter, 04/05/2016 - 14:07 Minecraft Wiki &lt; commands= summons= an= entity.= syntax[edit]= summon=&gt; &lt;entity&gt;[ ]&lt;pos&gt;&lt;nbt&gt;invoke &lt;entityType: entitytype=&gt;[spawnPos: x y z] [spawnEvent:
string] [nameTag: string] summon &lt;entityType: entity Arguments[edit] JE: &lt;entity&gt;: entity_summonBE: entityType: EntityType: ActorDefinitionIdentifier Must be one of an ID of an invoked entity type. Specifies the entity to be convened. See all ENTITY ID JE: vec3BE: spawnPos: x y z: CommandPositionFloat&lt;/pos&gt;
&lt;/entity&gt; &lt;/nameTag:&gt; &lt;/entityType:&gt; &lt;/entityType:&gt; &lt;/nbt&gt; &lt;/pos&gt; &lt;/entity&gt; &lt;/entity&gt; be a three-dimensional coordinate with floating-point sumas elements. Accept notes from Tilde and Caret. Specifies the position to summon the entity. If not specified, default to the position of the command
execution. JE: &lt;nbt&gt;: nbt_compound_tag should be a NBT composed in SNBT format. Specifies the data tag for the entity. BE: spawnEvent: string: basic_string must be a single word (without spaces) or a quoted string. Specifies the in-game event for the entity. Must be a sow event (event name for behavior packaged entities). BE:
nameTag: string: basic_string must be a single word (without spaces) or a quoted sequence. Specifies the name of the entity. Result[edit] CommandTriggerJava EditionBedrock Edition any arguments are not specified correctly Nonparatable failure if the specified position is discharged Failure if you try to summon hostiles in peaceful
difficulty. Successful if you try to summon an entity with a duplicate UUID. N/A failed if designated position &lt;x&gt; or exceeds the range of &lt;z&gt; [-30000000000, 30000000) or &lt;y&gt; exceeds the range of [-2000000000, 200000000) Success SuccessfullyGrows the specified entity in the specified position. Output[edit]
CommandEditionSituationSuccess Count/run the success of the store .../run the result of the store ... Java EditionOn fail000 On success111 Bedrock EditionOn fail0N/AN/A On success1N/AN/A Examples[edit] To summon lightning strikes 10 blocks west of your current position: summon lightning_bolt ~-10 ~ Java Edition: To summon a
loaded creeper in the current position called Powered Creeper: invoke creeper ~ { powered:1b,CustomName:'{Powered Creeper}'} NOTE: CustomName is a JSON text component To invoke a spider jockey: invoke spider ~:[{id:minecraft:skeleton,HandItems:[{id:minecraft:bow,Count:1b}]}} To summon a villager who trades 1 block of land
in exchange for 1 diamond: summon villager ~ {Offers:{Recipes:[{buy:{id:dirt,Count:1},sell:{id:diamond,Count:1},rewardExp:false}}}} Bedrock Edition: To summon block invocation falling falling_block falling block ~ To summon a saqueer patrol captain in the current position : invoke the plunder ~ ~ minecraft:promote_to_patrol_captain To
summon a dolphin with the name Dolphin in a golden color: invoke dolphin §6Dolphin ~ To summon a red tytile wolf: summon wolf ~ ~ ~ minecraft:on_tame Story[edit] This section needs expansion. You can help by adding to it. Summon commands a jockey (a crowd riding on top of another crowd) can be useful for adventure maps and
interesting to experience. Natural Generation[edit] The few natural soning jockeys in the game include spider jockeys (skeleton riding a spider), chicken jockeys (a baby zombie riding a chicken), also a trap (skeletons riding skeleton horses), a devastation rider (yard destroyer) or a Strider Jockey (piglin mocked riding a strider).
&lt;/y&gt;&lt;/z&gt;&lt;/x&gt;&lt;/nbt&gt; &lt;/y&gt;&lt;/z&gt;&lt;/x&gt;&lt;/nbt&gt; In Bedrock Edition zombie babies, shells or zombie villagers can ride crowds other than chicken, although the drowned and mocked piglin jockey does not exist. Cave spiders can also spawn like a spider jockey. A spider jockey has a 1% chance of spawning
every spider or cave spider [Bedrock Edition Only] generated, and in nether, there is an 80% chance of a spider jockey becoming a skeleton jockey Wither, in snowy biomes there is an 80% chance of cave spider jockey with street rider. In the Java Edition Baby Zombies have a 5% chance to spawn on a chicken and a 5% chance if there
are no chickens in a 10x6x10 area, while in Bedrock Edition, baby zombies, shells or zombie villagers have a 15% chance of becoming a jockey when they try to attack player, villager, errant trader or golems and can ride more mobs (not just chicken). For a skeleton trap to spawn, there is a small fraction of the chance of spawning under
lightning in a group of 4 (0.75-1.5% chance at Easy, 1.5-4% in Normal and 2.8125-6.75% in Hard, depending on regional difficulty). Java Edition[edit] They can also be summoned by commands: /summon spider ~ ~ ~ {Passengers:[{id:skeleton,HandItems:[{id:bow,Count:1b}}} /summon chicken ~ ~ { {Passengers:{id:zombie,IsBaby:1}]}
//invoke skeleton_horse ~ {SkeletonTrap:1 } /summon enderman ~ {Passengers:[{id:chicken:1}]} Bedrock Edition[edit] Only a few jockeys can be summoned through commands: /summon skeleton_horse ~ minecraft:set_trap This command will generate 4 skeleton knights. /summon ravager ~ minecraft:spawn_for_raid_with_evoker_rider
This command will generate an summoner riding ravager. /summon ravager ~ ~ minecraft:spawn_with_pillager_rider This command will generate a saqueer riding ravager. /summon ravager ~ ~ minecraft:spawn_with_vindicator_rider This command will generate a vindicator riding ravager. /summon ravager ~
minecraft:spawn_for_raid_with_pillager_rider This command will generate a saqueer riding ravager , but the saqueer drops special saque after death. /summon ravager ~ minecraft:spawn_with_pillager_captain_rider This command will generate a saqueer riding ravager, but the bummer is the attack captain. /summon ravager ~ ~
minecraft:spawn_with_vindicator_captain_rider This command will generate a vindicator riding destroyer, but the vindicator is the attack captain. Behavior[edit] Passenger Behavior[edit] 3 wolves became hostile, using their cow mounts to chase and attack the player. The passenger or the crowd at the top will always have control over the
crowd in which it is mounted from the Java Edition 1.12. This means that no matter what the mount's intentions are (attacking a villager, for example), the passenger will always have control over the assembly. For example, if you have a skeleton at the bottom with a zombie above, the Zombie will move the mount itself and chase a villager
instead of you (only if he notices the first, like all zombies). Also, if the mount can fly, such as a bat or a kite, the passenger can fly if desired. This can be used to allow any mob to appear to be flying on its own, applying invisibility to the lower crowd using /effect. Mobs at the bottom have little resistance, they can move slowly toward their
own intentions (attacking a player), but the second the passenger move the mount will be forced to move to that location. /summon skeleton ~ {Passengers:[{id:zombie,HandItems:[{id:iron_shovel,Count:1b}}}}} In a nutshell, the passenger will behave regularly if he is mounted in a crowd, but will have a speed increase (equivalent to the
players' walking speed, or the passenger speed if the Passenger's speed is faster than the speed of the players). For example, if you have a wolf mounted on a cow, and you slain the wolf, the wolf will ride the cow in your direction and inflict damage, and will also make wolves close (even wolf jockeys) hostile. If a skeleton assembles a
crowd, it can strafe (as skeletons do when attacking). The only exception is the endermen. They will teleport (with the passenger) if a projectile is hit by them. However, if the enderman is the passenger, he will not teleport, but cannot be damaged by projectiles. /summon cow ~ ~ {Passengers:[{id:enderman}]} -If a passenger is teleported
by the player, the passenger will disassemble the passenger and leave the assembly at the previous location. For example, if you teleport all skeletons to their location, it will take all the skeletons from the spiders and teleport them to their location. -Passengers can be infinitely stacked from 1.12 if you stack the Passengers label correctly.
/summon spider ~ ~ {Passengers:[{id:skeleton,Passengers:[{id:zombie,Passengers:[{id:creeper,Passengers:[{id:enderman,Passengers:[{id:blaze}]} 6 different monsters stacked on top of each other's Mount Behavior[edit] Java Edition The mount, or the crowd being mounted has little control since 1.12. (Prior to this update, the assembly
had complete control, the exception was the chicken jockeys). They will have stamina, however, where they go slowly (about 1/4 of their normal walking speed) try to do what they are intending (attacking a player by chasing a villager). However, the passenger will always have control over the assembly and can move it at will. Assemblies
will always give the passenger an increase in speed, equivalent to the player's walking speed, faster if the mount is naturally faster than the player (such as a hostile enderman). However, if there are multiple crowds of the same genre, this rule can be canceled. Let's say that Have 3 zombies stacked on top of each other and a cow on top.
Well, if there are 5 zombies that is 5 x 0.25% of the speed, which means that the zombies can go as fast as they want, but the cow still has mastery over the movement and can easily move a different different but as soon as the cow stops moving the zombies will resume their intentions. If the mount is a passive crowd cannot inflict its
own damage, the passenger has to inflict his own damage. If you have a skeleton riding a cow the Skeleton can attack, not the cow. The only case is where the Mount is hostile, like a spider, one can attack too and jump (this is the only exception where a Mount can jump on its own), making it deadly to the player. A neutral crowd, like a
polar bear, can attack on its own if the polar bear is provoked. It is always easier to defeat a jockey if you attack the mount before the passenger. Knockback will have no effect on the passenger. However, burning the assembly will also set the passenger on fire. If a mount is a hostile crowd (like a skeleton), it can still shoot arrows at the
player if the passenger is facing the player, as the mount can turn on its own, but it takes a while due to its very small resistance. Making a vex mount does not strip your ability to fly through solid blocks. This can be useful if you ride a zombie in a vex, making it have the ability to fly into houses and attack players or villagers (the zombie is
still in control of the vex). Always remember that no matter what happens, the passenger has full control over the movement of the assembly. If you summon a cow riding a zombie the zombie can slowly try to move toward the player and attack him, but the second the cow moves the Jockey will move where the cow desires without
resistance. The only exception to this rule would be flying crowds. Bats, ghastly and flames cannot fly if they are passengers, but can move the mount at higher speeds. If you put a fear in a spider, the medor will strafe or advance (as it does when it is attacking). The only crowds that can move freely even with a passenger are the murine,
the ender dragon, bats, squid, parrots and horses. Passengers have no control over these mounts (except horses - see below). - If a crowd is summoned on a horse, that crowd will have control over the horse until it esvai - just like a player. You'll never be dotted by the mob, and you'll only be for a limited time. -If an assembly is
teleported by the player, the passenger will remain connected, even if it was not the specified mob. For example, if you teleport all spiders to their location, it will also teleport spiders with passengers (spider jockeys). From 1.12, skeletons summoned through 'passenger' or 'assemble' will not have an arch. You have to equip them with a
weapon (or item) or summon a skeleton with a pre-equipped one. /summon spider ~ ~ { {Passengers:[{id:skeleton,HandItems:[{id:bow,Count:1b}]} Bedrock Edition When they are not in combat, some crowds can move freely without passenger control, but when the passenger tries to chase player or mobs, the pilot (passenger) will take
control. Control. mobs are: Other mobs not listed above behave in the same way as the mount behavior in Java Edition. Examples[edit] This feature is unique to Java Edition. /summon bat ~ {Passengers:[{id:skeleton,HandItems:[{id:bow,Count:1b}]}}}} A flying skeleton, you can make the bat invisible with /effect. /summon enderman ~
{Passengers:[{id:creeper}]} A teleporter creeper. /summon pig ~ ~ {Passengers:[{id:zombie, ArmorItems:[{},{},{},{id:diamond_helmet,Count:1b}],HandItems:[{id:carrot_on_a_stick,Count:1b}]}]} A zombie wearing a diamond helmet riding a pig. The zombie can also control the movement of the pig. /summon spider ~ ~1 ~ {Passengers:
[{id:skeleton,HandItems:[{Count:1,id:bow},{Count:1,id:shield}],ArmorItems:[{Count:1,id:diamond_boots},{Count:1,id:diamond_leggings},{Count:1,id:diamond_chestplate},{Count:1,id:diamond_helmet}],CustomName:Killer,Visible:1,HandDropChances:[1.0f,1.0f],ArmorDropChances:[1.0f,1.0f,1.0f,1.0f],ActiveEffects:
[{Id:1,Amplifier:1,Duration:999999},{Id:5,Amplifier:1,Duration:999999},{Id:8,Amplifier:1,Duration:999999},{Id:12,Amplifier:0,Duration:999999}]}]} A skeleton jockey wearing full diamond armor, a bow, a shield, and with Strength, Speed, Jump Boost, and Fire Resistance effects. /summon vex ~ ~1 ~ {Passageiros:[{id:esqueleto,HandItems:
[{Contagem:1,id:diamond_sword},{Contagem:1,id:shield}],ArmorItems:[{Contagem:1,id:diamond_boots},{Contagem:1,id:diamond_leggings},{Contagem:1,id:diamond_chestplate diamond_boots},{Contagem:1,id:diamond_leggings},{Contagem:1,id:&lt;3&gt; &lt;4&gt;},
{Contagem:1,id:diamond_helmet}],CustomName:Killer,Visible:1,HandDropChances:[1.0f,1.0f],ArmorDropChances:[1.0f,1.0f,1.0f,1.0f],ActivefectEfs:[{Id:1,Amplificador:1,Duração:999999},{Id:5,Amplificador:1,Duração:999999},{Id:8,Amplificador:1,Duração:999999},{Id:12,Amplificador:0,Duração:9999999} esqueleto montando um vex.
/summon vindicator ~ ~1 ~ {HandItems:[{Count:1,id:diamond_axe}],Passageiros:[{id:evoker,Passengers:[{id:illusioner,HandItems:[{id:bow,Count:1}]}]} Um ilusionador montando um evocador montando um vindicator que tem um machado de diamante. machado.
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